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  聴取実験の 結果   標準偏差 中央値 最大値 最小値 
A 49 161 266 50 比較 1 A＞B 
B 30 100 199 51 
A 61 149 326 143 比較 2 A＞B 
B 17 96 66 51 
A 39 226 330 174 比較 3 B＞A 
B 64 223 393 173 
A 51 207 328 121 
B 54 210 339 123 比較 4 B≧A＝C 
C 49 212 321 122 
A 81 173 461 104 比較 5 A＞B 
B 37 170 265 121 
A 28 113 264 53 
B 25 115 227 85 比較 6 C≧A＝B 
C 34 120 236 83 
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A 52 202 403 128 比較 7 A＞B 
B 36 179 365 103 
A 58 188 427 138 比較 8 A＞B 
B 22 174 322 143 
A 114 248 599 104 比較 9 A＞B 
B 56 175 386 127 
A 89 180 486 117 比較 10 A＞B 
B 33 179 325 119 
A 98 206 611 128 比較 11 A＞B 
B 47 188 370 129 
A 69 212 461 135 比較 12 A≧B 
B 60 189 379 133 
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 Speech Rate Recognition: 




The purpose of this paper is to inspect correlation of speech rate recognition with movement of 
fundamental frequency (F0). 
To achieve the purpose, hearing various sets of natural speech sounds involving duration and 
morae approximate to one another / each other, I judged the sounds which are heard faster. And I 
measured the medians and the standard deviations of their fundamental frequency. The sounds are 
got from movies on DVDs or interview on CDs, or recorded some Japanese native speakers’ natural 
speaking or reading. 
The results were as follow: 
(1)The speech sounds with greater standard deviations of F0 can be heard faster than the others. 
Therefore I conceive speech sounds involving greater movement of fundamental frequency to be 
faster cognitively. 
(2)The speech sound with rising pitch and with falling can be distinguished on cognition of rate. 
However, there seems to be individual difference which can be heard faster, involving rising pitch or 
falling. 
